Abstract. In passive tracking, the nonlinearity may cause computational complication and precision degradation. To solve this problem, a novel filtering-smoothing algorithm based on Square-Root Unscented Kalman Filter (SR-UKFS) is proposed to track underwater target. In the SR-UKFS algorithm, the Square-Root Unscented Kalman Filter (SR-UKF) is used as forward-filtering algorithm to provide current location results, and the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) algorithm smoothes the previous state vector and covariance matrix using the current location results. Comparative analysis and validation are made on the tracking performances of SR-UKFS algorithm and SR-UKF algorithm, and the simulation results show that, under the same conditions, the SR-UKFS can more effectively improve the tracking precision than the SR-UKF algorithm. The SR-UKFS algorithm can reduce nearly 59% of the position error and nearly 54% of the velocity error.
Introduction
Using single observer to track targets avoids complex time synchronization. It provides significant practical value with strong independence and good motility. When relative movements exist between the observer and target and so does observability, the observer can track targets [1] . Underwater target motion analysis is a technique for estimation of target motion parameters, which is based on a series of measured data sequence (including azimuth angle and pitch angle) from hydrophone array of sonar platform [2] . The core of this technique is filtering algorithm, which is utilized to locate and track. Because of severe system nonlinearity, underwater target tracking shall face the linearization problems of state equation and measurement equation. Regarding the nonlinearity of state equation or measurement equation, related literatures adopt many modified Kalman filtering algorithms, like extend Kalman filter (EKF), UKF, SR-UKF and so on [3] .
EKF property depends on partial nonlinear strength. During the linearization process of EKF, Jacobian matrix is required, which sometimes makes difficulty in realization [4] . UKF approximates to-be-estimated parameters by constructing a group of certain weighted sample points, which avoids the linearization modeling of nonlinear objects and calculation of Jacobian matrix as a filtering algorithm which can be directly utilized in nonlinearity system for mode estimation [5] . But in practical utilization, the data round-off error may make covariance matrix negative definite, which fails the UKF algorithm in calculating the matrix square root. Compared with EKF and without additional calculated amount, UKF makes it that estimated accuracy and rate of convergence are apparently enhanced. SR-UKF algorithm estimates square-rooting matrix of error to do the recursive calculation, which solves the problem of negative definite covariance matrix and filtering divergence due to calculation error and noise signal in standard UKF algorithm, and enhances the accuracy and stability of filtering [6] .
RTS smoothing algorithm is a fixed interval optimal smoothing technique, it greatly simplifies the process of calculation. Smoothing can build a coherent connection at series of estimations, which makes the estimations more resistant to disturbance [7] .
Based on SR-UKF, SR-UKFS adds backward smoothing for better accuracy of target state estimation in last moment, and enhances target state estimation accuracy of this moment [8] .
According to the relative location of target and observation platform, the paper is based on the information of noise measurement of azimuth angle and pitch angle from passive sonar, tracks the course of underwater target with the utilization of SR-UKFS, and makes the simulation comparisons between standard UKF algorithm and SR-UKF algorithm.
Tracking Principle and System Model
The basic function of passive sonar is to find direction to measure azimuth information (including azimuth angle and angular altitude) formed by wave beam. Azimuth angle includes the location information of target horizontal direction. Angular altitude includes the information of target depth. Among the research about orientation and tracking problem of underwater target, the shape and size of observer and target can be ignored as particle of space, and the acceleration of target can be seen as a result of noise excitation and a Gaussian random process [9] .
In passive sonar tracking system, the information of sonar measurement can be obtained from a spherical coordinate [10] . Target dynamic model is usually constructed in rectangular coordinate system. Thus, the target tracking of sonar becomes a nonlinear estimation problem. The main methods to solve this problem are EKF, UKF and SR-UKF. This paper adopts SR-UKFS algorithm to track the target, namely, firstly uses SR-UKF algorithm to estimate target state, and then uses RTS smoothing algorithm to obtain the target state estimation of last moment, and finally adopts SR-UKF algorithm to estimate the target state of this moment.
A linear dynamic model and a nonlinear observing model can be used to establish a target motion model in rectangular coordinate. The state variable is ( ) 
is the systematic process noise caused by target acceleration, process noise is zero-mean Gaussian white noise, its variance matrix is
T is the sampling period of system.
The observed quantity of system includes azimuth angle ( ) k θ and pitch angle ( ) k ϕ . In rectangular coordinate system, the formula of azimuth angle and pitch angle can be seen in formula (2):
When the target depth ( ) z k is a fixed value, the observed quantity of azimuth angle and pitch angle can be transferred to the position quantity of target indirection X and Y, and the transition measurement equation of system can be seen in formula (3):
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The measuring error of azimuth angle and pitch angle is relatively independent zero-mean Gaussian white noise, ( ) 
is the measurement noise caused by azimuth angle and pitch angle, its variance matrix is R , and
SR-UKFS Algorithm
UKF is proposed by Julier, and widely used in the field of nonlinear estimation. But in practice, due to the round-off error in numerical calculation, sometimes we may get negative definite covariance matrix, which leads to the stoppage of UKF filter [11] . In order to avoid failure, SR-UKF uses covariance square root to replace the covariance to take part in recursive calculation, which ensures the half positive definitiveness of covariance in basic state has better numerical haracteristics.
In the process of UKF filtering, the calculation of new sigma point in every update requires a considerable number of calculations. Every time we must calculate the square root of state covariance matrix P, and assumes T SS P = . In the process of SR-UKF filtering, S will be recorded to avoid heavy decomposition calculation in every sampling, which enhances the operation speed of UKF. QR disintegration and Cholesky disintegration update are two important concepts in SR-UKF. can be marked as { , , } S cholupdate S u v = ± .u usually is a column of vectors, but if u is a matrix which includes factors in M column, and uses vectors in M column to M times first order Cholesky update successively. In filtering process, S displaces P to participate in recursive calculation which can ensure the nonnegative definitiveness of covariance matrix for effective filtering [12] .
For both UKF algorithm and SR-UKF algorithm, target state estimation of this moment is related to both current measured value and the state estimation of last moment. Thus, the state estimation accuracy enhancement of last moment can enhance the tracking accuracy. SR-UKFS uses RTS algorithm as the forward filter algorithm to backward smooth the received target state estimation, to obtain a precise target state estimation of last moment, and uses SR-UKF for secondary filtering [14] .
The calculation step of SR-UKFS is given as:
Step 1: Parameters initialize
Step 2: Selection of sigma points
Step 3: Time update equations
Step 4: Measurement update equations
Step 5: Smoothing process Under above-mentioned conditions, the author evaluates the performances of UKF, SR-UKF and SR-UKFS, which are used for underwater pure orientation targets. Fig.1 is the comparison chart of the three kinds of algorithms in tracking.
Tab.1 is the comparison of location and speed mean square after the filters of UKF,SR-UKF and SR-UKFS. The simulation results clearly show that UKF has the worst tracking accuracy, the stability of SR-UKF and SR-UKFS are better, and the tracking accuracy of SR-UKFS is better than SR-UKF.
Compared with the SR-UKF algorithm, the SR-UKFS algorithm can reduce nearly 59% of the position error and nearly 54% of the velocity error than the SR-UKF algorithm.
Tab. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the author utilizes passive sonar to obtain the information of pitch angle and azimuth angle of underwater target and track underwater motion targets by combination with the SR-UKFS algorithm. Based on SR-UKFS algorithm, better filtering effect can be achieved to enhance the tracking accuracy. The results of simulation show that SR-UKFS can be used in underwater motion target tracking, and the precision of filtering is significantly better than standard UKF and EKF algorithm. 
